Name of the Tool

Project MUSE

Home Page

Logo

URL

http://muse.jhu.edu/

Subjects

Humanities – Bibliography
Social science – Bibliography

Accessibility

On Subscription basis

Language

English

Publisher

Johns Hopkins University Press

Brief History

Project MUSE was founded in 1993 as a joint project between the Johns
Hopkins University Press and the Milton S. Eisenhower Library at the Johns
Hopkins University. With grants from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation
and the National Endowment for the Humanities, Project MUSE was
launched online alongside the JHU Press Journals in 1995. Beginning in
2000, journals from other scholarly publishers were integrated into MUSE’s
online collections. Additional publishers have added journals to Project
MUSE each subsequent year. In January 2012, Project MUSE launched a

new interface that incorporated its current journal collection with electronic
books published by members of the University Press Content Consortium
(UPCC).

Scope and Coverage

Project MUSE, a non-profit collaboration between libraries and publishers, is
an online database of peer reviewed academic journals and electronic books.
Project MUSE provides access to digital humanities and social science
content from over 250 university presses and scholarly societies around the
world. Currently, more than 2,500 libraries worldwide subscribe to Project
MUSE. Electronic book collections in MUSE became available for
institutional purchase in January 2012. Thousands of scholarly books are now
available
on
the
platform.
MUSE
currently
includes:
422,801 articles and 1,073,092 chapters by 259 publishers.

Kind of Information

For books the bibliographic information includes title, author/editor name,
publication year, e-ISBN (13 and 10), Print-ISBN (13 and 10), price, series,
pagination, cover page etc. Also other information like OCLC number,
MUSE Marc record available. An example is given below for clear
understanding.

In case of journal the bibliographic information includes title, editor name,
publication year, e-ISSN, Print-ISSN, cover page, current volume and issue
detail etc. Other available issue details also present with each journal entry.
An example is given below through print screen.

Special Features

 Lists of recently added books, journals and recently downloaded
material available.
 Contact and feedback option available.
 Latest addition of MUSE catalogue attached.
 MUSE News option present.
 It links to social networking sites like Facebook, Twitter.

Arrangement Pattern

List of topics known as ‘Research Areas’ are arranged in alphabetical order.
e.g.:
Area and Ethnic Studies ,
Art and Architecture,
Creative Writing ,
Education
Film, Theater, and Performing Arts
History
Language and Linguistics
Library Science and Publishing
Literature
Medicine and Health
Music

Journals are listed in alphabetic order. For example under the alphabet “A”

alphabetical list of journals are as follows:

Remarks

Comparable Tools

The goal of Project MUSE is to disseminate high-quality scholarly material
through an affordable and sustainable model that meets the needs of libraries,
publishers, and scholars. MUSE’s online journal collections are available on
a subscription basis to academic, public, special, and school libraries.
 SAGE Catalogues (https://in.sagepub.com/en-in/sas/node/99963)
 Cambridge Core (https://www.cambridge.org/core)

Date of Access

February 15, 2017

